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Seeing that everyone ignored him, Jacob couldn’t help saying angrily,
“Why, you don’t believe it anymore, right?”
“Well, since you don’t believe it, I’ll let you see it!”
After finishing speaking, he opened the painting tube, and the picture of Meng 
Changsheng was pulled out.
Seeing that he really took out a painting, everyone immediately came to him.
However, everyone came here not to see the elegance of Tang Dynasty paintings, 
but to see how Jacob made a joke this time.
After all, Jacob made jokes, not once a day or two, that would be too below his 
usual average.
However, as Jacob spread out the scroll bit by bit,
All the people who were about to see the joke immediately widened their eyes.
No one expected that this painting could be so vivid.
However, because most people had opinions on Jacob, they started to question 
him at this time.
“Is this the painting style of the Tang Dynasty?”
“Maybe it was invented by modern realistic painters.”
“Those painters who learned Western sketches are best at this realistic style of 
painting.”
“I don’t think it looks like the Tang Dynasty. The style of painting, the style of the 
Tang Dynasty should not be so skilled!”
“Yes! If there is such a powerful painter in the Tang Dynasty, I am afraid that he 
would have been famous long ago!”
When everyone questioned, the old man who was still mocking Jacob blurted out 
in surprise,
“Oh my god, this… this author’s painting skills are simply superb! To be honest,”
“This is the first time I have seen it! Besides, the painting skills are too strong,”
“Every brush stroke is perfect, and the details are so rich that it is outrageous,”
“Those painters who have been painting for a lifetime may not be able to have such
a brush stroke!”
It is really difficult for ordinary people to practice this kind of brushwork.



After all, the ancestor of the Jiang family lived to be one hundred and thirteen years
old,
Which was almost unheard of among the ancients, and the ancestor of the Jiang 
family didn’t know how to practice,
So he spent most of his time practicing painting. Most painters can’t catch up with 
the flattery.
What’s more, the ancestor of the Jiang family has been waiting for Meng 
Changsheng to come back for the rest of his life.
For decades, he painted portraits of Meng Changsheng one after another,
And he was so skillful that no one could match him.
Satisfied, thousands of strokes, without any flaws or omissions, absolutely perfect!
Another person came forward, carefully observed the details of the portrait with a 
magnifying glass,
And said excitedly, “This painting… this painting is really a silk painting of the Tang 
Dynasty…”
“The texture is like an old object at first glance, and it is definitely not fake.”
“What’s more, what you said is right! This drawing skill is so strong that I have never
seen it in my life…”
The first person is one of the strongest figures in the Aurous Hill Painting and 
Calligraphy Association,
And he is also a relatively prestigious figure in the Painting and Calligraphy 
Association today.
Among the members, there have always been calls for him to be the executive vice 
president of the Painting and Calligraphy Association,
So he is also Jacob’s biggest competitor in the eyes.
Even the old master said that this painting is indeed from the Tang Dynasty, and 
everyone became excited.
Everyone looked at this painting for a long time, and the more they looked at it,
The more shocked they became, and the more excited they became,
Because in their eyes, the painting skills of this painting had surpassed all the 
painters in the history of the Tang Dynasty.
The artistic conception is also really amazing. The master asked Jacob excitedly, 
“Where did you get this painting?!”



Jacob pointed his chin at him, and said disdainfully, “I just said that this painting 
was picked up by me!”
“Picked up by an idiot like you?”
Jacob curled his lips and said, “I know you look down on me and always feel that I 
don’t have real talents and practical learning without you,”
“But you have to know that in this life, sometimes you don’t just look at real talents 
and practical learning, but also luck really matters,”
Jacob said again, “This painting was originally hidden in a very inconspicuous 
painting.”
“It was I, Jacob, who had discerning eyes, and saw that there was another painting 
attached to the bottom of the painting,”
“So I bought this painting, went back, and tore it open,”
“And it turned out that there was a shocking painting of the Tang Dynasty hidden 
behind;”
“I didn’t blow it! The people in this painting are vivid on the paper,”
“Which one have you seen? Can the paintings of the Tang Dynasty have such a 
charm?”
One of them exclaimed, “Jacob, you really picked up this painting?!”
Seeing that he still didn’t believe it, Jacob went up and rolled up the painting, and 
said,
“Do you believe it or not? Just don’t look at it, I’ll show you my painting and you’ll 
still question me,”
“I’m really too lazy to explain it over and over.”
When the leader saw it, he immediately said politely,
“Jacob, oh no, Vice President Willson, Your painting is really amazing, can you let 
me appreciate it again?”
Jacob asked him back, “You said my painting is amazing, how amazing is it?”
The master said without hesitation, “Exquisite painting skills, I have only seen it in 
my life today!”
Jacob then asked again, “Are you convinced?”
“Yes, of course!” The master nodded without hesitation and said,
“This kind of painting has subverted my understanding of Tang Dynasty paintings, 
and I am indeed convinced!”



Jacob nodded in satisfaction, handed the painting to him, and said,
“Since you are convinced, let you take a good look at it and see enough.”
After that, he looked at the other people again, and said, “See, this is the way for 
two people with real talents to communicate!”
“Unlike you, you know how to Twitter with others all day long, chew your tongue 
behind other’s backs,”
“And talk to others What are you talking about, you are also talking about 
nonsense,”
“In fact, you don’t understand bullsh!t! The dog at the head of the village barks 
twice,”
“And the dogs in the village bark always!”
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